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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to clarify the relation between the following objects:
(a) rank 1 projective modules (ideals) over the first Weyl algebra A1(C); (b) sim-
ple modules over deformed preprojective algebras Πλ(Q) introduced by Crawley-
Boevey and Holland [CBH]; and (c) simple modules over the rational Cherednik
algebras H0,c(Sn) associated to symmetric groups [EG]. The isomorphism classes
of each type of these objects can be parametrized geometrically by the same space
(namely, the Calogero-Moser algebraic varieties); however, no natural functors be-
tween the corresponding module categories seem to be known. We construct such
functors by translating our earlier results on A∞-modules over A1 (see [BC]) to the
more familiar language of quiver representations. We should mention that the ques-
tion of explaining the “mysterious bijection” between ideal classes of A1 and simple
modules of Cherednik algebras was first raised in [EG] and emphasized further in
[BGK2].
Acknowledgments. We thank W. Crawley-Boevey, I. Gordon and G. Wilson for interesting questions
and comments. We are grateful to V. Ginzburg for explaining to us some of the results of [EGGO]. The
results of this paper were announced at a conference on Interactions between Noncommutative Algebra
and Algebraic Geometry in Oberwolfach in May 2006 (see [B]). The first author would like to thank the
organizers T. Stafford and M. Van den Bergh for inviting him to speak at this conference.
2. The Calogero-Moser Correspondence
2.1. The Calogero-Moser spaces. For an integer n ≥ 0 , let C˜n be the space of
linear maps
{(X¯, Y¯ , v¯, w¯) : X¯, Y¯ ∈ End(Cn) , v¯ ∈ Hom(C,Cn), w¯ ∈ Hom(Cn,C)} ,
satisfying the equation [X¯, Y¯ ] + Id+ v¯ w¯ = 0 . The group GL(n,C) acts on C˜n in
the natural way:
(X¯, Y¯ , v¯, w¯) 7→ (gX¯g−1, gY¯ g−1, gv¯, w¯g−1), g ∈ GL(n,C) ,
and we define the n-th Calogero-Moser space Cn to be the the quotient variety
C˜n//GL(n,C) modulo this action. It turns out that GL(n,C) acts freely on C˜n , and
Cn is a smooth affine variety of dimension 2n (see [W]).
Research partially supported by NSF grant DMS 04-07502.
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2.2. Deformed preprojective algebras. Let Q = (I, Q) be a finite quiver with
vertex set I and arrow set Q, and let Q¯ be its double (i.e. the quiver obtained
from Q by adding a reverse arrow a∗ to each arrow a ∈ Q). Following [CBH], for
each λ = (λi) ∈ CI , we define the deformed preprojective algebra of weight λ by
Πλ(Q) := CQ¯
/〈∑
a∈Q
[a, a∗]−
∑
i∈I
λiei
〉
.
Here CQ¯ denotes the path algebra of the double quiver Q¯ and ei ∈ CQ¯ stand for
the orthogonal idempotents corresponding to the trivial paths (vertices) in Q¯.
In this section we will be concerned with the following example. Let Q∞ be
the quiver consisting of two vertices {∞, 0} and two arrows v : 0 → ∞ and
X : 0 → 0. Write w := v∗ and Y := X∗ for the reverse arrows in Q¯∞. The
algebra Πλ := Πλ(Q∞) is then generated by X,Y, v, w and the idempotents e0 and
e∞, which, apart from the standard path algebra relations, satisfy
(1) [X, Y ]− wv = λ0e0 , vw = λ∞e∞ .
Thus, right Πλ-modules can be identified with representations V = V∞ ⊕ V0 of
Q¯∞, in which linear maps X¯, Y¯ ∈ End(V0), v¯ ∈ Hom(V∞, V0), w¯ ∈ Hom(V0, V∞) ,
corresponding to the (right) action of X,Y, v, w , satisfy the equations
(2) [X¯, Y¯ ] + v¯w¯ = −λ0 IdV0 , w¯v¯ = λ∞ IdV∞ .
2.3. Representation varieties. Let λ0 = 1 and λ∞ = −n in the above example.
Comparing (2) to the definition of the Calogero-Moser spaces in Section 2.1, we
see that each point of C˜n corresponds naturally to a right Πλ-module of dimension
vector α = (1, n). All such modules are simple and, as it was originally observed
by Crawley-Boevey (see [CB2] or Proposition 3 below), every semisimple module
of Πλ of dimension α has this form. Thus, we can identify the varieties Cn with
representation spaces Rep(Πoppλ , α)//G(α) , parametrizing the isomorphism classes
of simple modules of dimension vector α.
On the other other hand, according to [BW, BW1], the Calogero-Moser varieties
Cn also parametrize the isomorphism classes of right ideals of the first Weyl algebra
A1(C). Our aim is to relate simple modules of Πλ to ideals of A1 in a natural
(functorial) way. To this end we will use a version of “recollement” formalism, due
to Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne [BBD] (see also [CPS]).
2.4. Recollement. Originating from geometry, this formalism abstracts functorial
relations between the categories of abelian sheaves on a topological spaceX, its open
subspace U and the closed complement of U in X. Unlike [BBD], we will work with
abelian (rather than triangulated) categories. For reader’s convenience, we review
the definition of recollement in this special case.
Let A, A′ and A′′ be three abelian categories. We say that A is a recollement of
A′ and A′′ if there are six additive functors
(3) A′
ﬀi
∗
i∗-
ﬀi
!
A
ﬀj!
j∗-
ﬀj∗
A′′
satisfying the following conditions:
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(R1) i∗ and i! are adjoint to i∗ on the left and on the right respectively, the
adjunction morphisms IdA′ → i!i∗ and i∗i∗ → IdA′ being isomorphisms;
(R2) j! and j∗ are adjoint to j∗ on the left and on the right respectively, the
adjunction morphisms IdA′′ → j∗j! and j∗j∗ → IdA′′ being isomorphisms;
(R3) i∗ is an embedding of A′ onto the full subcategory of A consisting of objects
annihilated by j∗; thus j∗ induces an equivalence of abelian categories A/A′ ' A′′ .
These conditions imply
(R4) i∗j! = 0 and i!j∗ = 0 (by adjunction with j∗i∗ = 0 );
(R5) the canonical morphisms σ : j!j∗ → IdA and η : IdA → j∗j∗ give rise to
the exact sequences of natural transformations
(4) j!j∗ → IdA → i∗i∗ → 0 , 0→ i∗i! → IdA → j∗j∗ .
We will need some simple consequences of the above definition, which we record
in the next two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let L be an object of A such that i∗L = i!L = 0 . Then
(a) σL : j!j∗L→ L is an epimorphism in A with Ker(σL) ∼= i∗i!j!j∗L .
(b) If A has enough projectives, then we also have Ker(σL) ∼= i∗(L1i∗)L , where
L1i∗ : A → A′ is the left derived functor of i∗.
Proof. (a) σL being epimorphism follows immediately from the first exact se-
quence of (4). To compute its kernel we apply j∗ to the exact sequence 0 →
Ker(σL)→ j!j∗L→ L→ 0 . By (R2), j∗ maps σL to an isomorphism in A′′; hence
j∗(KerσL) = 0 and therefore Ker(σL) = i∗K for some K ∈ Ob(A′). Now, to see
thatK ∼= i!j!j∗L we apply the (left exact) functor i! to 0→ i∗K → j!j∗L→ L→ 0
and use the first isomorphism of (R1).
(b) If the category A has enough projectives, so does its quotient A′′. Moreover,
the functor j! : A′′ → A is left adjoint to an exact functor, and thus it maps
projectives to projectives. Under these conditions, there is a Grothendieck spectral
sequence with E2p,q = (Lpi
∗)(Lqj!) , converging to Hn = Ln(i∗j!) . In view of (R4),
the limit terms Hn are all zero, and hence so is the edge map E21,0 ∼= E∞1,0 ↪→ H1 .
It follows that (L1i∗)j! = 0 . Now, applying i∗ to the exact sequence 0→ i∗K →
j!j
∗L→ L→ 0 and using again (R4), we get Ker(σL) = i∗K ∼= i∗(L1i∗)L . 
Next, in addition to the six basic functors (3), we introduce one more additive
functor j!∗ : A′′ → A (cf. [BBD], Section 1.4.6). By axiom (R2), for any X, Y ∈
Ob(A′′) , there are natural isomorphisms
(5) HomA(j!X, j∗Y ) ∼= HomA′′(X, j∗j∗Y ) ∼= HomA′′(X, Y ) .
Letting X = Y in (5), we get a family of morphisms NX : j!X → j∗X in A,
corresponding to the identity maps of objects in A′′. This defines a natural trans-
formation N : j! → j∗ (see [BBD], 1.4.6.2), satisfying
(6) N j∗ = η ◦ σ .
The functor j!∗ : A′′ → AB is now defined by
(7) j!∗X := Im(NX) ⊆ j∗X , X ∈ Ob(A′′) .
The meaning of this functor, which is referred to as the ‘prolongement interme´diare’
in [BBD], becomes clear from the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.
(a) j!∗ gives an equivalence between A′′ and the full subcategory of A consisting
of objects L with i∗L = i!L = 0. The inverse of j!∗ is given by j∗.
(b) j∗ and j!∗ induce the mutually inverse bijections{
isomorphism classes of
simple objects L ∈ A with j∗L 6= 0
} j∗-
ﬀj!∗
{
isomorphism classes of
nonzero simple objects of A′′
}
Proof. (a) It follows from (R2) that j∗j!∗ ' IdA′′ , so j!∗ is a fully faithful
functor. On the other hand, in view of (6), we have j!∗j∗L = Im(ηL ◦ σL) for
any L ∈ Ob(A). If i∗L = i!L = 0 , the map σL is epi and ηL is mono, see (4),
so j!∗j∗L = Im(ηL ◦ σL) ∼= L . Conversely, (R4) forces i∗j!∗ = i!j!∗ = 0 ; hence, if
j!∗j∗L ∼= L for some L ∈ Ob(A), then i∗L = i!L = 0 . The (essential) image of j!∗
consists thus of objects L ∈ A with i∗L = i!L = 0 .
Now, part (b) follows from part (a) if we observe that the (nonzero) simple
objects L ∈ A with i∗L = i!L = 0 are exactly the ones, for which j∗L 6= 0. 
2.5. Main theorem. From now on, we fix n ≥ 0 and let λ = (−n, 1) as in Sec-
tion 2.3. The following observation is then immediate from the definition of Πλ.
Lemma 3. A1 is isomorphic to the quotient of Πλ by the ideal generated by e∞ .
In fact, combined with the canonical projection Πλ  Πλ/〈e∞〉 , the algebra
map C〈x, y〉 → Πλ , x 7→ X , y 7→ Y , is an epimorphism with kernel containing
xy − yx − 1 . The induced map A1 := C〈x, y〉/〈xy − yx − 1〉 → Πλ/〈e∞〉 is then
an isomorphism of algebras, since A1 is simple.
Simplifying the notation, we write Π = Πλ , A = A1, and let B := e∞Π e∞ .
Clearly, B is an associative subalgebra of Π with identity element e∞; by analogy
with representation theory of semisimple complex Lie algebras (see Section 2.6
below), we call it the parabolic subalgebra of Π.
Now, we set A := Mod(Π) , A′ := Mod(A) and A′′ := Mod(B) and define the
six functors (3) between these categories as follows. Using the isomorphism of
Lemma 3, we first identify A = Π/〈e∞〉 , and let i∗ be the restriction functor for the
canonical epimorphism i : Π → A . This functor is fully faithful and has both the
right adjoint i! := HomΠ(A, —) and the left adjoint i∗ := —⊗ΠA with adjunction
maps satisfying i∗i∗ ' IdA′ ' i! i∗ . The functor j∗ : A → A′′ is then defined by
j∗ := — ⊗Π Πe∞ . As e∞ ∈ Π is an idempotent, j∗ is exact and has also the
right adjoint j∗ = HomB(Πe∞, —) and the left adjoint j! = —⊗B e∞Π satisfying
j∗j∗ ' IdA′′ ' j∗j! . Now, if j∗M = 0 in A′′, we have M ⊗Π Πe∞ = M e∞ = 0 ,
so 〈e∞〉 ⊆ AnnΠ(M) , and therefore M ∼= i∗N for some N ∈ Ob(A′). Summing
up, we have the following
Proposition 1. The functors (i∗, i∗, i!) and (j!, j∗, j∗) defined above satisfy the
recollement conditions of Section 2.4.
Our main result can now be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. For each n ≥ 0, the composition of functors
(8) Ω : Mod(Π)
j∗→ Mod(B) j!−→ Mod(Π) i
!
→ Mod(A)
maps injectively the set Irr(Π, α) of isomorphism classes of simple Π-modules of
dimension α = (1, n) into the set R of isomorphism classes of right ideals of A. If
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we identify Cn = Rep(Πopp, α)//G(α) as in Section 2.3, then the map induced by Ω
agrees with the Calogero-Moser map ω : Cn → R constructed in [BW]. Collecting
such maps for all n ≥ 0, we get thus the bijective correspondence ⊔n≥0 Cn ∼→ R .
There are several different constructions of the map ω in the literature, the most
explicit one being given in [BC]. To prove the theorem, we will compute Ω on
simple Π-modules and show that the induced map agrees with [BC]. For this we
will need another observation regarding the structure of Πλ.
Lemma 4. If λ = (−n, 1) with n 6= 0, the algebra Πλ is Morita equivalent to
e0Πλe0, while e0Πλe0 is isomorphic to a quotient of the free algebra R = C〈x, y〉.
Proof. As e0 is an idempotent in Π = Πλ, the natural functor Mod(Π) →
Mod(e0Πe0) , M 7→ Me0 , is an equivalence of categories if and only if Πe0Π = Π
(cf. [MR], Prop. 3.5.6). This last identity holds in Π , since
1 = e0 + e∞ = e0 − 1
n
vw = e0 − 1
n
v e0 w ∈ Πe0Π
in view of the defining relations (1). Now, we have X, Y ∈ e0Πe0 , and it is again
easily seen from (1) that the algebra map
(9) pi : R→ e0Πe0 , 1 7→ e0 , x 7→ X , y 7→ Y ,
is surjective, with Ker(pi) generated by ([x, y]− 1)([x, y] + n− 1) ∈ R . 
Proof of Theorem 1. By definition, the functors i∗ and i! assign to a Π-module
L its largest quotient and largest submodule over A respectively. In particular,
both i∗ and i! map finite-dimensional modules to finite-dimensional ones. Since
0 is the only such module over A, we have i∗L = i!L = 0 for any L ∈ Ob(A)
with dim(L) < ∞. By Lemma 1(a), Ω(L) is then isomorphic to the kernel of
σL : j!j∗L = Le∞ ⊗B e∞Π→ L , which is the obvious multiplication-action map.
Now, let L have dimension vector α = (1, n). Set M := Le∞ ⊗B e∞Π . Since
dim(j∗L) = dim(Le∞) = 1 , M is a cyclic Π-module generated by ξ⊗B e∞, where ξ
is a(ny) nonzero vector of j∗L = Le∞. To describe M explicitly, we will compute
the annihilator of ξ ⊗B e∞ in Π . First, we observe that, as a subspace of Π,
the algebra B = e∞Π e∞ is spanned by the elements v a(X,Y )w ∈ Π , where
a(x, y) ∈ R . So we can define on R the linear form ε : R→ C by
(10) ξ.(v a(X,Y )w) = ε(a) ξ .
(Note that ε is independent of the choice of the basis vector ξ ∈ j∗L , and it
determines the B-module j∗L uniquely, up to isomorphism.)
It is easy to see now that AnnΠ(ξ ⊗B e∞) is generated by e0 and the elements
{v a(X,Y )w + ε(a) : a ∈ R} ; thus, with natural splitting Π = e0Π ⊕ e∞Π , we
have the isomorphism of Π-modules
(11) e∞Π
/∑
a∈R
[ v a(X,Y )w − ε(a)] e∞Π ∼→ M , [ p ] 7→ ξ ⊗B p ,
where [ p ] denotes the residue class of p ∈ e∞Π .
On the other hand, the left multiplication by v ∈ Π induces the map
(12) e0Π
/∑
a∈R
[ a(X,Y )wv − ε(a)] e0Π → vΠ
/∑
a∈R
[ v a(X,Y )w − ε(a)] vΠ ,
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which is also easily seen to be an isomorphism of Π-modules.
If n 6= 0 , we have vΠ = e∞ vΠ ⊆ e∞Π = 1nvwΠ ⊆ vΠ . Whence vΠ = e∞Π .
Combining now (11) and (12), we get
(13) e0Π
/∑
a∈R
[ a(X,Y )wv − ε(a)] e0Π ∼→ M ,
with [ e0] corresponding to the (cyclic) vector ξ ⊗B v ∈ M . Under the Morita
equivalence of Lemma 4, the module M transforms to Me0 = Le∞⊗B e∞Π e0 and
the isomorphism (13) becomes
(14) e0Πe0
/∑
a∈R
[ a(X,Y )wv − ε(a)] e0Πe0 ∼→ Me0 .
Through the algebra extension pi : R  e0Πe0 , see (9), we can regard Me0 as a
right R-module and, using (14), we can then identify it with a quotient of R : more
precisely, we have
(15) R/J ∼→ Me0 , [ 1 ]J 7→ ξ ⊗B v ,
where J is the right ideal of R generated by {a ([x, y]− 1)− ε(a) : a ∈ R} .
Now, suppose that L is a simple module representing a point [(X¯, Y¯ , v¯, w¯)] of Cn,
see Section 2.1. Under the equivalence of Lemma 4, it corresponds to Le0 , which
we can again regard as an R-module via (9). With identification of Section 2.3, Le0
is then simply Cn with (right) action of x, y ∈ R defined by the matrices X¯, Y¯ ∈
End(Cn) . The associated functional ε : R→ C is given by a(x, y) 7→ w¯ aτ (X¯, Y¯ ) v¯ ,
where a 7→ aτ is the natural anti-involution of the algebra R acting identically on x
and y. Now, with identification (15), the canonical map Me0 → Le0 , corresponding
to σL under the Morita equivalence, becomes the homomorphism of R-modules
R/J → Cn , [ 1 ]J 7→ v¯ .
As shown in [BC], Theorem 5, the kernel of this last homomorphism represents an
ideal class in R, which is exactly the image of [(X¯, Y¯ , v¯, w¯)] under the Calogero-
Moser map ω : Cn → R of [BW]. Thus we get [Ω(L)] = ω[(X¯, Y¯ , v¯, w¯)] . Now, if Ω
maps two simple Π-modules L and L′ to isomorphic A-modules, the corresponding
functionals ε and ε′ on R must coincide (see [BC], Theorem 3). Hence, if [Ω(L)] =
[Ω(L′)] , we have j∗L ∼= j∗L′, and by Lemma 2(b), we then conclude L ∼= L′. This
finishes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. Notice that, thanks to Lemma 1, the functor Ω can be described on
finite-dimensional modules L ∈ Mod(Π) in two equivalent ways: either as the kernel
of σL : j!j∗L → L (see above) or as (L1i∗)L ∼= TorΠ1 (L, A) . This last formula
should be compared to formula (A.5) in the appendix to [BW1].
2.6. Analogy with highest weight modules. We would like to draw reader’s
attention to an interesting analogy with representation theory of semisimple com-
plex Lie algebras. The modules M and L, which appear in the proof of Theorem 1,
should be compared to the Verma moduleM(λ) and its simple quotient L(λ) in the
case when λ ∈ h∗ is a dominant integral weight (see [D], Chapter 7). By analogy
with Verma modules, we can characterize M as a universal cyclic Π-module gener-
ated by a “highest weight” vector ξ ∈M , satisfying ξ e0 = 0 and ξ b = ε(b) ξ for
all b ∈ B (cf. (10) above). The module L is then the unique simple quotient of M ;
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the subalgebra B (or rather, its unital extension B˜ = Ce0 + B ⊂ Π) plays a role
similar to (the universal enveloping algebra of) the Borel subalgebra U(b) ⊂ U(g)
in Lie theory, and ε is an analogue of the weight functional λ ∈ h∗.
Now, in the Lie case the assertion of Theorem 1 amounts to injectivity of the map
[L(λ)] 7→ [K(λ)] , assigning to the isomorphism class of a finite-dimensional simple
g-module L(λ) the isomorphism class of the unique maximal submodule K(λ) of
M(λ) (i. e., the kernel of the canonical epimorphism M(λ) → L(λ) ). By the
classical Cartan-Weyl theory, the isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional simple
g-modules are in bijection with the set P(g)+ of dominant integral weights, and the
map λ 7→ [K(λ)] is indeed injective on this subset of h∗. To see this we observe
that, for any λ ∈ h∗, the module K(λ) admits a (unique) central character χλ equal
to the central character of the Verma module M(λ), of which it is a submodule.
Thus, if K(λ) ∼= K(λ′) for some λ, λ′ ∈ h∗, we have χλ = χλ′ , and therefore
λ+% and λ′+% lie on the same orbit (in h∗) of the Weyl groupW associated to g .
Now, if λ and λ′ are both dominant, then λ+ % and λ′ + % are regular dominant:
that is, λ + % and λ′ + % belong to the same (positive) Weyl chamber of W and
hence coincide. In this way, for λ, λ′ ∈ P(g)+, we have K(λ) ∼= K(λ′) ⇒ λ = λ′.
2.7. Simple Π-modules of arbitrary dimension. Using the results of [CB3],
we can easily compute the dimension vectors of all simple modules of Πλ : if λ =
(−n, 1), these vectors are given by (k, kn) , where k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Theorem 1
holds, however, only for the modules of dimension (1, n): the functor Ω fails to be
injective on simple Π-modules of other dimensions.
3. Simple Modules of Cherednik Algebras
In this section we will deal with rational Cherednik algebras H0,c(Sn) associated
to a symmetric group Sn, with deformation parameters t = 0 and c 6= 0 (see [EG]).
By a result of Etingof and Ginzburg, the isomorphism classes of simple modules
over H0,c(Sn) are parametrized by points of the Calogero-Moser space Cn. Our goal
is to relate these modules to ideals of A1 functorially. We will do this in two steps:
first, we construct a functor Ξ : Mod(H) → Mod(Π), inducing a natural bijection
between simple H-modules and simple Π-modules of dimension α = (1, n); then we
will apply Theorem 1, combining Ξ with the functor Ω.
3.1. Cherednik algebras and their spherical subalgebras. Recall that, for
a fixed integer n ≥ 1 and a parameter c ∈ C , H0,c(Sn) is generated by two
polynomial subalgebras C[x1, x2, . . . , xn] , C[y1, y2, . . . , yn] and the group algebra
CSn subject to the following “deformed crossed product” relations (cf. [EG], (4.1)):
(16) sij xi = xj sij , sij yi = yj sij ,
(17) [xi, yj ] = c sij (i 6= j) , [xk, yk] = −c
∑
i 6=k
sik .
(Here sij denote the elementary transpositions i ↔ j generating Sn.) It is easy
to see that the algebras H0,c(Sn) with c 6= 0 are all isomorphic to each other,
and it will be convenient for us to fix c = 1. Thus we write H = H0,1(Sn) and
let U := eHe , where e := 1n!
∑
σ∈Snσ is the symmetrizing idempotent in CSn ⊂
H . By definition, U is an associative subalgebra of H with identity element e ;
following [EG], we call it the spherical subalgebra. Two properties of U , which
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play a crucial role in representation theory of Cherednik algebras, are given in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2 (see [EG], Theorems 1.23 and 1.24).
(a) U is Morita equivalent to H, the equivalence Mod(H) → Mod(U) being the
natural functor e : M 7→Me ;
(b) U is a commutative algebra isomorphic to O(Cn) , the coordinate ring of the
Calogero-Moser variety Cn.
Note that it is a consequence of Theorem 2 that the isomorphism classes of
simple H-modules are in bijection with (closed) points of the variety Cn.
3.2. The functor Ξ. There seem to be no natural maps relating the algebras Π
and H ; however, at the level of their subalgebras B and U such a map does exist.
Lemma 5. The assignment v a(X,Y )w 7→ −∑ni=1 e a(xi, yi) e defines a homo-
morphism of (unital) algebras θ : B → U .
Proof. A straightforward calculation using the defining relations of H and Π . 
Let θ∗ : Mod(U) → Mod(B) be the restriction functor corresponding to the map
θ of Lemma 5. Recall the functor j!∗ : Mod(B)→ Mod(Π) defined in Section 2.4.
Theorem 3. The composition of functors
Ξ : Mod(H)
e' Mod(U) θ∗−→ Mod(B) j!∗−→ Mod(Π)
maps the set Irr(H) of isomorphism classes of simple H-modules bijectively into
the set Irr(Π, α) of isomorphism classes of simple Π-modules of dimension α =
(1, n). If we identify Cn = Rep(Πopp, α)//G(α) as in Section 2.3, then the map
Irr(H)→ Irr(Π, α) induced by Ξ agrees with the Etingof-Ginzburg map in [EG].
Proof. We will compute Ξ on simple H-modules and show that the induced map
agrees with [EG]. We begin by recalling the Etingof-Ginzburg construction (see
loc. cit., Section 11).
Let Sn−1 ⊂ Sn be the subgroup of permutations of {1, 2, . . . , n} acting trivially
on 1 . Let e¯ := 1(n−1)!
∑
σ∈Sn−1σ be the corresponding idempotent in CSn ⊂ H.
Given a simpleH-module V , set V¯ := V e¯ ⊆ V . It is known (see [EG], Theorem 1.7)
that V ∼= CSn as an Sn-module, so dim(V ) = n! and dim(V¯ ) = n . On the other
hand, in view of the defining relations (16), the elements x1 and y1 commute with e¯
in H, and the subspace V¯ is therefore stable under their action on V . If we define
now X¯ ∈ End(V¯ ) and Y¯ ∈ End(V¯ ) by restricting the action of x1 and y1 to V¯ , we
get Rk([X¯, Y¯ ] + Id) = 1 . Indeed, using (17), it is easy to see that
(18) e¯ ([x1, y1]− 1) = −n e in H .
Whence Im([X¯, Y¯ ]+Id) ⊆ V¯ e = V e . On the other hand, by part (a) of Theorem 2,
V e is a simple U -module, and by part (b), it is then 1-dimensional. Thus, we have
[X¯, Y¯ ] + Id = −v¯ w¯ for some v¯ ∈ V¯ and w¯ ∈ V¯ ∗. It follows that (V¯ ; X¯, Y¯ , v¯, w¯)
represents a point of the variety Cn. Now, let L be a simple Π-module corresponding
to this point under the identification of Section 2.3. Restricting L to the parabolic
subalgebra B = e∞Π e∞, we get the 1-dimensional B-module j∗L = Le∞. As
mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1, the module j∗L is determined, up to isomor-
phism, by its “weight” functional ε : R → C , see (10). The latter can be written
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explicitly in terms of the Calogero-Moser matrices: ε(a) = w¯ aτ (X¯, Y¯ ) v¯ , where τ
is the canonical anti-involution on R satisfying xτ = x and yτ = y. Since
w¯ aτ (X¯, Y¯ ) v¯ = TrV¯ [ a
τ (X¯, Y¯ ) v¯w¯ ] = − TrV¯ [ aτ (X¯, Y¯ ) ([X¯, Y¯ ] + Id) ] ,
using (18), we get
(19) ε(a) = −n TrV¯ [ · e a(x1, y1)] = −n TrV [ · e a(x1, y1)] ,
where “ · ” denotes the action of H on V .
Now, let us regard V e as a B-module via the algebra map θ. As V is simple,
V e is 1-dimensional, its “weight” functional ε˜ : R→ C being
(20) ε˜(a) = −
n∑
i=1
TrVe[ · e a(xi, yi) e] .
By symmetry, we have e a(xi, yi) e = e a(x1, y1) e in H for any i = 1, 2, . . . , n , so
the sum in the right-hand side of (20) equals −n TrVe[ · e a(x1, y1) e] . Comparing
this to (19), we see that ε˜ = ε . Hence θ∗(V e) ∼= j∗L as B-modules. Now, by
Lemma 2(a), we have Ξ(V ) = j!∗θ∗(V e) ∼= j!∗j∗L ∼= L , which shows that the
Etingof-Ginzburg map is indeed induced by the functor Ξ. 
Combining Theorems 1 and 3 together, we get our second main result.
Theorem 4. The composition of functors
(21) Mod(H)
e' Mod(U) θ∗−→ Mod(B) j!−→ Mod(Π) i
!
→ Mod(A)
maps the set Irr(H) of isomorphism classes of simple H-modules injectively into
the set R of isomorphism classes of right ideals of A. Collecting such maps for all
n ≥ 0, we get a bijective correspondence ⊔n≥0 Irr[H(Sn)] ∼→ R .
4. Quiver Generalization
The above results generalize to an arbitrary affine Dynkin quiver associated (via
McKay’s construction) to a finite subgroup Γ of SL(2,C) . The Weyl algebra A1 is
replaced in this situation by a “quantized coordinate ring” Oτ (Γ) of the Kleinian
singularity C2//Γ and the rational Cherednik algebra H0,c(Sn) by a symplectic
reflection algebra H0,k,c(Γn) associated to the n-th wreath product Γn = SnnΓn .
In what follows we outline this generalization in the special case of cyclic groups.
The construction of A∞-envelopes of ideals of Oτ (Γ) for such Γ’s, using the ap-
proach of [BC], has been carried out recently in [E]. The results of [E] can be
reinterpreted in terms of representation theory of deformed preprojective algebras
of Dynkin quivers of type A˜m, and (the analogues of) Theorems 1, 3 and 4 hold true
in this case. The proofs repeat almost verbatim the above arguments for the Weyl
algebra, so we omit them for the sake of brevity. The case of general (noncyclic)
Dynkin quivers seems to be more instructive and will be treated in detail elsewhere.
4.1. Deformations of Kleinian singularities. Let (L, ω) be a two-dimensional
complex symplectic vector space with symplectic form ω, and let Γ be a finite
subgroup of Sp(L, ω). The natural action of Γ on L∗ = Hom(L,C) extends diagonally
to the tensor algebra TL∗, and we write R := TL∗#Γ for the crossed product of TL∗
with Γ. Since ω ∈ L∗⊗L∗ ⊂ TL∗ ⊂ R, we can form the (two-sided) ideals 〈ω− τ〉
in R, one for each τ ∈ CΓ, and define Sτ (Γ) := R/〈ω − τ〉 . Furthermore, taking
the idempotent e := 1|Γ|
∑
g∈Γ g ∈ CΓ ⊂ Sτ (Γ), we set Oτ (Γ) := eSτ (Γ) e . By
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definition, Oτ (Γ) is a unital associative algebra, with e being the identity element.
For τ = 0, it is a commutative ring isomorphic to C[L]Γ. The family of algebras
{Oτ (Γ)}τ∈CΓ can thus be viewed as a (noncommutative) deformation of C[L]Γ, the
coordinate ring of the classical Kleinian singularity L//Γ, see [CBH].
As mentioned above, we will be dealing here only with cyclic Γ’s. Thus we fix
m ≥ 1 and assume Γ ∼= Z/Zm. In this case we can choose a basis {x, y} in L∗,
so that ω = x⊗ y − y ⊗ x and L∗ decomposes as χ⊕ χ−1, with Γ acting on x by
χ and on y by χ−1, where χ is a primitive character of Γ. The algebra Sτ (Γ) can
then be identified with a quotient of C〈x, y〉#Γ, with x, y and g ∈ Γ satisfying the
relations
(22) g · x = χ(g)x · g , g · y = χ−1(g) y · g , x · y − y · x = τ .
Following [CBH], we can give another construction of Sτ (Γ). Recall that with
each finite subgroup Γ ⊂ SL(2,C) one can associate a quiver Q(Γ) , whose un-
derlying graph is an extended Dynkin diagram (see [M]). In case when Γ ∼=
Z/Zm , the quiver Q(Γ) has type A˜m: it consists of m vertices, indexed by
I = { 0, 1, ... , m − 1 } , and m arrows {X0, X1, ... , Xm−1} , forming a cycle, see
(23).
(23)
1 ﬀ
X1 2 ﬀ
X2
. . . ﬀ
Xk−2
k − 1
0
X0
ﬀ
k
Xk−1
ﬀ
m− 1 Xm−2-
Xm−1
-
m− 2 Xm−3- . . . Xk+1- k + 1
Xk
-
Given τ = (τ0, τ1, . . . , τm−1) ∈ Cm, we consider the deformed preprojective
algebra Πτ (Q) of weight τ . Explicitly, this algebra is generated by 2m arrows
Xk, Yk and m vertices e0, e1, ..., em−1 , which apart from the standard path alge-
bra relations, satisfy
(24) X0Y0 − Ym−1Xm−1 = τ0 e0
and
(25) XkYk − Yk−1Xk−1 = τk ek ,
where k = 1, 2, . . . , m− 1 . Now, if we identify CΓ with Cm by choosing a basis
{ei} in CΓ with
(26) ei :=
1
|Γ|
∑
g∈Γ
χi(g) g , i = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1 ,
then the mapping
(27) ei 7→ ei , x 7→
m−1∑
i=0
Xi , y 7→
m−1∑
i=0
Yi ,
extends to an algebra isomorphism
(28) Sτ (Γ) ∼→ Πτ (Q) .
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Indeed, it is easy to check, using the relations (22) and (24), (25), that (27) yields
a well-defined algebra map, and its inverse is given by Xi 7→ eix , Yi 7→ eiy .
Remark. For an arbitrary Γ ⊂ SL(2,C), the relationship between the algebras
Sτ (Γ) and Πτ (Q) is weaker: one has only a Morita equivalence rather than an
isomorphism (see [CBH], Theorem 0.1).
Next, we recall that there is a root system ∆(Q) ⊂ ZI attached to any finite
quiver Q = (I, Q), see [K]. If Q is an (extended) Dynkin quiver of type A, D or
E, the corresponding ∆(Q) is the usual (affine) root system of the same type; in
particular, for the cyclic quiver (23), ∆(Q) is the affine root system of type A˜m.
In this last case, we say that τ ∈ Cm is regular, if τ · α 6= 0 for all α ∈ ∆(Q) .
The following proposition is one of the main results of [CBH] (see also [H, S]).
Proposition 2 ( [CBH], Theorem 0.4). If τ is regular, then Sτ (Γ) and Oτ (Γ) are
simple rings, Morita equivalent to each other.
4.2. Nakajima varieties. In case of nontrivial Γ’s, the Calogero-Moser spaces Cn
are replaced by Nakajima quiver varieties [N, N1]. We define these varieties as
representation spaces of “framed” Dynkin quivers, following [CB3].
First, as in Section 2.2, we introduce a quiver Q∞(Γ) by adding to Q(Γ) an
extra vertex ∞ and an extra arrow v : 0→∞ . Given λ = (λ∞, λ0, . . . , λm−1) ∈
Cm+1, we write Πλ := Πλ(Q∞) for the deformed preprojective algebra of weight
λ. Explicitly, this algebra is generated by 2(m+1) arrows Xk, Yk, v, w and m+1
vertices e∞, e0, e1, ..., em−1 , which apart from the standard path algebra relations,
satisfy
(29) vw = λ∞ e∞ , X0Y0 − Ym−1Xm−1 − wv = λ0 e0
and
(30) XkYk − Yk−1Xk−1 = λk ek ,
where k = 1, 2, . . . , m− 1 .
The relation between the algebras Πλ(Q∞) and Πτ (Q) is given by the following
lemma, which is a generalization of Lemma 3.
Lemma 6. If τ = (λ0, λ1, . . . , λm−1) ∈ Cm, the algebra Πτ (Q) is isomorphic to
the quotient of Πλ(Q∞) by the idempotent ideal generated by e∞.
Proof. One can show this easily by using the explicit presentations (24)-(25) and
(29)-(30). There is, however, a more conceptual way to construct an isomorphism
(31) Πτ (Q) ∼= Πλ(Q∞)/〈e∞〉 .
Consider the natural projection pi : CQ∞  CQ, which maps all paths of Q∞
ending at∞ to zero. Clearly, Kerpi is generated by e∞, and hence it is an idempo-
tent ideal in CQ∞. It follows that TorCQ∞1 (CQ,CQ) ∼= Kerpi/(Kerpi)2 = 0 , so θ is
a pseudoflat ring epimorphism. By [CB2], Theorem 0.7, it extends then canonically
to an algebra map p˜i : Πλ(Q∞)→ Πτ (Q), making the commutative diagram
(32)
CQ∞
pi- CQ
Πλ(Q∞)
? p˜i- Πτ (Q)
?
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This diagram is a pushout in the category of rings, so the surjectivity of pi implies
the surjectivity of p˜i, and Ker p˜i = 〈e∞〉. 
The next proposition is a special case of [CB2], Theorem 1.2; for reader’s conve-
nience, we will sketch a direct proof of it, based on Lemma 6.
Proposition 3. Let τ ∈ Cm be a regular vector for the Dynkin quiver (23), and
let α = (1, n) ∈ Zm+1. Then there exists a Πλ-module of dimension vector α if
and only if λ = (−τ · n, τ) and α is a positive root of Q∞. Every Πλ-module of
dimension vector α is simple.
Proof. We start with the last assertion. Assume that there is a Πλ-module V
of dimension α. Let V ′ ⊆ V be a submodule of V . Consider the intersection
V ′ ∩V∞ , where V∞ := V e∞. Since dim(V∞) = 1, there are two possibilities: either
V ′ ∩ V∞ = 0 or V ′ ∩ V∞ = V∞ . In the first case we have V ′e∞ = 0 , so V ′ can
be viewed as a module over the quotient algebra Πλ/〈e∞〉 . By Lemma 6, this
last algebra is isomorphic to Πτ (Q), which, in view of regularity of τ , is a simple
ring, having no non-trivial finite-dimensional modules (see Proposition 2). Thus
V ′ ∩ V0 = 0 implies V ′ = 0 . In the second case, if V ′ ∩ V∞ = V∞ , we have
V e∞ = V∞ ⊆ V ′, so e∞ acts trivially on the quotient V/V ′. Applying the above
argument to V/V ′ instead of V ′ yields V ′ = V . Thus, in any case V ′ is 0 or V ,
which means that V is a simple module.
Now, the existence of a Πλ-module V implies that λ · α = 0 , or equivalently
λ = (−τ · n, τ) . The simplicity of V forces it to be indecomposable as a CQ∞-
module. A well-known theorem of Kac [K] then ensures that α is a positive root
of Q∞. Conversely, if α is a positive root of Q∞, then (again by Kac’s Theorem)
there is an indecomposable CQ∞-module. If, in addition, λ · α = 0 , this module
extends to a Πλ-module by [CBH], Theorem 4.3. 
Now, for τ ∈ Cm and α = (1,n) ∈ Zm+1, we set
C˜n,τ (Γ) := Rep(Πλ(Q∞)opp, α) , λ = (−τ · n, τ) .
By Proposition 3, if τ is regular and α is a positive root of Q∞, the variety C˜n,τ (Γ)
is non-empty, and the natural action of the group
G(α) :=
(
C∗ ×
m−1∏
i=0
GL(ni, C)
)/
C∗ ∼=
m−1∏
i=0
GL(ni, C)
on C˜n,τ (Γ) is free. In that case, we define
(33) Cn,τ (Γ) := C˜n,τ (Γ)//G(α) .
Thus, by definition, Cn,τ (Γ) are affine varieties, whose (closed) points are in bijec-
tion with isomorphism classes of simple Πλ-modules of dimension vector α. If Γ is
trivial and τ = 1, these varieties coincide with the usual Calogero-Moser spaces Cn,
see Section 2.3. In general, they can be identified with Nakajima’s quiver varieties
MτΓ(V,W ) with
V =W⊕n00 ⊕W⊕n11 ⊕ ...⊕W⊕nm−1m−1 and W =W0 ,
where {W0, W1, ... , Wm−1} is a complete set of irreducible representations of Γ
and W0 is its trivial representation (see [CB3]).
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4.3. The generalized Calogero-Moser correspondence. We are now in po-
sition to state our generalization of Theorem 1. First, we fix τ ∈ Cm and iden-
tify Sτ (Γ) = Πλ(Q∞)/〈e∞〉 by combining the isomorphisms (28) and (31). We
denote by i : Πλ → Sτ the canonical projection and associate to it the triple
of adjoint functors (i∗, i∗, i!) , relating Mod(Πλ) and Mod(Sτ ), as in Section 2.5.
Next, we set Bλ := e∞Πλe∞ and introduce the functors (j!, j∗, j∗) between the
categories Mod(Πλ) and Mod(Bλ). As explained in Section 2.5, (i∗, i∗, i!) and
(j!, j∗, j∗) satisfy the recollement axioms (R1)–(R5). Finally, we introduce the
functor e : Mod(Sτ ) → Mod(Oτ ) , M 7→ Me , which, in the case of regular τ , is an
equivalence of categories (see Proposition 2).
Theorem 5. Let τ ∈ Cm be a regular vector for the Dynkin quiver (23), let
α = (1, n) ∈ Zm+1 be a positive root for Q∞, and let λ := (−τ · n, τ) . Then the
composition of functors
Ωτ : Mod(Πλ)
j∗- Mod(Bλ)
j!- Mod(Πλ)
i!- Mod(Sτ ) e- Mod(Oτ )
maps injectively the set Irr(Πλ, α) of isomorphism classes of simple Πλ-modules
of dimension vector α into the set Rτ of isomorphism classes of (right) ideals of
Oτ . If we identify Irr(Πλ, α) = Cn,τ (Γ) as above, then the induced map agrees
with the bijections constructed in [BGK1] and [E].
Remark. If we choose n = (n, n, . . . , n) with n ∈ N , then the functors Ωτ
induce a bijection between
⊔
n≥0 Cn,τ (Γ) and the set Roτ ⊂ Rτ of isomorphism
classes of stably free ideals of Oτ (Γ), in agreement with the original conjecture of
Crawley-Boevey and Holland (see [CB1], p. 45).
4.4. Relation to symplectic reflection algebras. In this section we will state
the generalizations of Theorems 3 and 4 to the case of cyclic quivers. As mentioned
above, the rational Cherednik algebras H0,c(Sn) are replaced in this case by more
general symplectic reflection algebras H0,k,c(Γn). We recall the definition of these
algebras, following essentially [EG]; we should warn the reader, however, that our
notation slightly differs from the notation of [EG].
Let Γ be a cyclic subgroup of SL(2, C) of order m > 1 with a fixed generator
α ∈ Γ and a primitive character χ. For an integer n ≥ 1, let Sn be the permutation
group of {1, ..., n} with elementary transpositions sij : i ↔ j, and let Γn be the
wreath product of Γ and Sn, i. e. the semidirect product Sn n Γn relative to the
obvious action of Sn on Γn = Γ× . . .× Γ.
Let L = C2 be the natural representation of Γ with a basis {x, y}, such that
α(x) = ²x and α(y) = ²−1y, where ² := χ(α). The group Γn acts naturally on Ln.
Given i ∈ {1, ..., n} and γ ∈ Γ, resp. u ∈ L, we write γi ∈ Γn for γ placed in i-th
factor of Γn, resp. ui for u placed in the i-th factor of Ln.
Now, fix parameters k, c1, . . . , cm−1 ∈ C , and let c :=
∑m−1
l=1 clα
l ∈ CΓ. The
symplectic reflection algebra Hk,c := H0,k,c(Γn) is then defined as the quotient of
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T (Ln)#Γn by the following relations
[xi, xj ] = 0, [yi, yj ] = 0 , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n ,
[yi, xi] = k
∑
j 6=i
m−1∑
l=0
sijα
l
iα
−l
j +
m−1∑
l=1
clα
l
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n ,(34)
[yi, xj ] = −k
m−1∑
l=0
sij²
lαliα
−l
j , 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n .
Write e := 1|Γn|
∑
g∈Γn g for the symmetrizing idempotent in CΓn ⊂ Hk,c and
denote by Uk,c = eHk,ce the corresponding spherical subalgebra of Hk,c. Next, put
σn := 1n!
∑
σ∈Sn σ and σn−1 :=
1
(n−1)!
∑
σ∈Sn−1 σ , where Sn−1 is the subgroup of
Sn permuting {2, ..., n}. It is easy to see that e = σn(e0 ⊗ e0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ e0) , where
e0 = 1|Γ|
∑
g∈Γ g . Now, recall the idempotents (26) and, for each i = 0, 1, . . . ,m−1 ,
define
νi := σn−1(ei ⊗ e0 ⊗ . . .⊗ e0) .
One can check easily that νi are idempotents in CΓn satisfying the relations
x1 · νi+1 = νi · x1 , y1 · νi = νi+1 · y1 .
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 5: it gives an explicit homo-
morphism from Bλ to the spherical subalgebra of Hk,c.
Lemma 7. Let Πλ = Πλ(Q∞) be the deformed preprojective algebra of weight
λ = (λ∞, λ0, . . . λm−1) ∈ Cm+1 with λ∞ = −n
∑m−1
i=0 λi , and let Bλ = e∞Πλe∞.
Then there is a natural homomorphism of unital algebras θ : Bλ → Uk,c , where
k = λ∞mn and c = (λ0 +
λ∞
n )e0 +
∑m−1
i=1 λiei .
Proof. The assignment
Xi 7→ νi x1 , Yi 7→ − y1 νi , ei 7→ νi ,
v 7→ 1
n
λ∞ (1 + s12 + . . .+ s1n) , w 7→ ν0 , e∞ 7→ e ,
extends by multiplicativity to a linear map θ : CQ¯∞ → Hk,c . While this map is not
a homomorphism of unital rings (e.g., 0 = θ(e∞ e0) 6= θ(e∞) θ(e0) = e), it becomes
so when restricted to the subalgebra e∞(CQ¯∞)e∞ . Under this restriction, the
image of θ gets in Uk,c. Thus, to prove the theorem it suffices to check the defining
relations (29)–(30), and this boils down to a routine calculation. 
Remark. It appears that θ is a special case of the map Θquiver defined (somewhat
implicitly) in [EGGO], see (1.6.3). We thank Vitya Ginzburg for this remark.
Write θ∗ : Mod(Uk,c) → Mod(Bλ) for the restriction functor corresponding to θ.
Then our next result can be formulated as follows (cf. Theorem 3).
Theorem 6. Let τ ∈ Cm be a regular vector for the Dynkin quiver (23), let
α = (1, n) ∈ Zm+1 with n = (n, n, . . . , n) , and let λ := (−τ · n, τ) . Then the
composition of functors
Ξτ : Mod(Hk,c)
e- Mod(Uk,c)
θ∗- Mod(Bλ)
j!∗- Mod(Πλ)
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maps the set Irr(Hk,c) of isomorphism classes of simple Hk,c-modules bijectively
onto the set Irr(Πλ, α) of isomorphism classes of simple Πλ-modules of dimension
vector α. This map agrees with Etingof-Ginzburg’s construction in [EG].
As we pointed out earlier, there is a natural bijection between
⊔
n≥0 Irr(Πλ, α)
and the set Roτ of isomorphism classes of stably free ideals of Oτ (see Remark after
Theorem 5). Thus, combining Theorems 5 and 6 together, we get
Theorem 7. The composition of functors
Mod(Hk,c)
e- Mod(Uk,c)
θ∗- Mod(Bλ)
j!- Mod(Πλ)
i!- Mod(Sτ ) e- Mod(Oτ )
maps the set Irr(Hk,c) of isomorphism classes of simple Hk,c-modules injectively
into the set of isomorphism classes of stably free ideals of Oτ . Collecting such maps
for all n ≥ 0 , we get a bijective correspondence ⊔n≥0 Irr[Hk,c(Γn)] ∼→ Roτ .
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